SLP Agenda Spring 2016 CCSDS Meeting in Cleveland – April 4-8 2016
Last Updated on: March 21, 2016

Monday AM & PM Laelia room

1) Reconfirmation (5-year) review of CCSDS 232.1-B-2 COP-1 protocol

2) Review the updated USLP White Book and associated Issues File
   • Chap 1 - Introduction
   • Chap 2 – Overview
   • Chap 3 - Services
   • Chap 4 – PDU Format
   • Chap 5 - Managed Parameters
   • Chap 6 – PDU format with SDLS
   • Annexes

3) Ensure that the USLP Issues list has been reviewed and conclusions documented. This includes the discussion on USLP vs Interfacing to the COPs management services which has been reintroduced into the draft USLP White book.

4) Size of the Protocol ID Field including inputs from SIS Area Director about the Direct Insertion Feature of USLP concerning how USLP can delimit external PDUs that do not contain length fields defined within the PDU

Tuesday AM Laelia room

1) Concept paper on modification to Prox-1 C&S CCSDS 211.2-B-2 to accommodate Version-4 USLP transfer frame together with C&S WG (will be discussed in the C&S WG meeting – check their agenda for time)

2) Correcting the omission of the 512 bps data rate in the forward and return rates in the Prox-1 Green Book, CCSDS 210.0-G-2 Dec. 2013 page 2-10

3) Editorial or Technical Corrigendum for TM/AOS SDLP’s OID Frame Exception (132.0-B & 732.0-B) – Gilles Moury CNES

4) USLP Green Book Review

Wed. PM (SDLS WG meeting room) 13:30 – 15:30 Laelia room

• Transmission of Extended Procedures PDUs over the SpaceLink (which service should be used? – Gilles Moury CNES)

• Revision of AOS/TM SLP books wrt non protection of OID VCs (do we need
additional requirements in AOS/TM and/or SDLS to guarantee that OID frames are not SDLS protected? – Gilles Moury CNES)

**Friday AM Caladenia Room**
Joint Session with RFM, C&S, and OPT WG’s
- TBD

See separate Joint Meeting Agenda for all of the detailed topics